“Swinging” into action to fund specialized equipment for a new playground at Palmetto Health Children’s Hospital through the 15th annual B106.7 Radiothon.

“With the support of B106.7FM and their listeners, we will be well on our way to creating the safe outdoor play space we’ve been dreaming of!”

-Christy Fink, Child Life manager, Palmetto Health Children’s Hospital

Cozy Dome $8,000
Specially designed for children with autism or other processing disorders because—
- they are easily overwhelmed in new places with unfamiliar people
- they like to play alone or in intimate groups

• designed with nooks and crannies so children can watch others play when feeling overwhelmed
• provides areas for small group interaction to help build social skills
• provides a climbing structure to help children learn coordination and stimulate sensory abilities

We-Saw $17,000

• creates interaction and social space for group play
• requires communication to coordinate movement and creating opportunity for pretend play
• maintains balance, weight shifting and holding posture to develop strength and endurance
• movement can be regulated based on where children sit (more movement on the end; less movement in the middle).
• inviting for children and their families of all ages and abilities to participate

Assisted ZipKrooz $20,000

• molded bucket seat with lock-in-place harness provides stability and security for children with limited upper body or lower body movement
• ultra-smooth two way ride with built-in elevation helps gain momentum in the beginning and slows down at the end

LISTEN to B106.7FM Feb. 9-10 & CALL in your pledge to the Colonial Life Phone Bank!
803-434-3000 | 866-434-B106
Sway Fun $35,000
- wheelchair–accessible glider to meet all safety standards
- includes rocking gliders
- room for wheelchair and strollers
- children can sit or stand
- table position allows children in wheelchairs to move the glider
- includes stable hand supports
- coordination of movement with their peers is required to stay in motion
- planning, organizing and problem-solving is part of the fun of group swinging/swaying
- includes 12 ft. ramp enabling wheelchair access

Omni Spin $14,000
- allows children of all abilities to have fun
- social and inclusive design allows for easy integration among children
- builds perceptual, visual, proprioceptive and vestibular skills
- grants the ability for care givers and friends to join in the experience
- easy to transfer from a mobility device
- at wheelchair transfer height

Oodle Swing $11,000
- back and forth movement of swinging provides a child’s nervous system with a wealth of visual, vestibular and proprioceptive stimulation as they learn how their bodies move in space and how much effort it takes to increase or decrease their speed
- encourages interactive play for children
- easy to transfer from mobility devices

Main Playground Structure $80,000
- wheelchair ramp
- sensory panels
- pod climbers
- bongo panels
- chimes panel
- color splash panel
- navigator panel
- rain sound panel
- TenderTuff decking
- vibe roof
- powder coated railings
- vertical ladder with hand holds

plus...a roller slide:
- rolly, roomy slide bed offers excellent tactile and vestibular stimulation
- Facilitates social and cooperative play
- Slow controlled ride
- Eliminates static and is safe for use with cochlear implants
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